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ABSTRACT 

The Uppsala MARCS model atmosphere code 
(Gustafsson et al. 1975) has been modified and 
extended to make it suitable for the generation 
of spherically symmetrie opacity sampled model 
atmospheres for cool giants and supergiants. 
New line lists have been computed for H20, TiO 
and VO based on the best available laboratory 
data. A grid covering 3000K :5 Teil :5 4000K, 
-0.5:5 logg:5 1.5 and 1:5 M/M0 :5 5 with the 90-

lar composition of Anders and Grevesse (1989) 
is presented here, together with first compar
isons with observations and remarks on radia
tion pressure and extension effects. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS 

Full details will be given in a forthcoming 
paper (Plez, Brett and Nordlund, 1991). In 
brief, the assumptions of spherical stratifica
tion in homogeneous stationary layers, hydro
statie equilibrium and local thermodynamical 
equilibrium (LTE) were made. Convection was 
treated through the mixing length theory and 
the energy conservation required for radiative 
and convective 6ux. The turbulence pressure 
was neglected. The opacity sampling method 
(OS) has been used for the treatment of the 
opacities. New opacities based on the best avail
able data have been calculated for VO, TiO and 
H20. 

We have produced a grid covering 3000K :5 
Te,,:5 4000K, -0.5 :51ogg:5 1.5 and 1:5 M/M0:5 
5. 

COMPARISONS WITH OBSERVATIONS 

As a preliminary test of our models we have 
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made two particular comparisons to observa
tional data - a comparison of observed and com
puted 6uxes for Q Tau and a comparison of our 
synthetic V-K colours to observations of type 
III giants. 

We have computed a model atmosphere for Q 

Tau with the following parameters: Tetf =3950 
K, M=1.3M0 and logg=1.4. We used the so
lar abundances of Anders and Grevesse (1989) 
except for the CNO abundances which we took 
from Smith and Lambert (1985). The synthetic 
spectrum of this model was compared to pub
lished observations of Q Tau. In general we 
find the comparison over the wavelength range 
5000 A to 40000 A quite pleasing, in particu
lar a good match to both IR continuum points 
and the strength of the TiO bands. This has 
been achieved without recourse to either low 
Ti abundances or the use of empirical oscilla
tor strengths. 

A condensed comparison to observations across 
the M giant spectral sequence is possible using 
broad band photometry. We have compared our 
synthetic V-K colours for the M star model grid 
to observed V-K colours for class 111 M stars 
taken from Ridgway et al. (1980) and find an 
encouraging agreement. The V-K colour is seen 
to be a good determinant of Tetf for the early M 
spectral types but becomes increasingly grav
ity and mass dependent with decreasing Tetf. 

Broad band colours for the complete model grid 
will be presented in Plez et al. (1991). 

THE EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC EXTEN
SION 

In order to test if the plane-parallel approxi
mation - which is very of ten made even in stud
ies of giants and supergiants photospheres - has 
any significant influence on the derived effec
tive temperatures and chemical compositions, 
Plez (1990) has carried out a comparison based 
on spherical models from the present work and 
plane-parallel ones computed with the same in
put data. The main results can be summa
rized as follows: The effect on effective tem
peratures derived from colours is small (less 
than lOOK, with the values derived from plane
parallel models being lower). The abundances 
of C and N, as well as their abundance ratio, de
rived by using plane-parallel modeIs, may be in 
error by up to 0.2 dex in a 3500K logg=O model. 
There· are however ot her sourees of systematic 
errors, like non-LTE or veiling of the continuum 
by quasi-continuous line spectra (e.g. TiO), 



which are likely to be of greater importance. 
The latter one was found to be extension de
pendent. Interestingly, the strength of the V-R 
bands of CO were found to react differentially 
to extension. This may be used to simultane
ously determine the mass and gravity of cool 
giants and supergiants. 

RADIATION PRESSURE IN THE MODELS 

Convergence problems encountered during the 
computation of some models lead to a careful 
study of the radiation pressure gradient through
out the photosphere. As already discussed by 
Elitzur et al. (1989) and Plez and Nordlund 
(1990), radiation pressure on water vapor lines 
tends to blow out the outer layers of the atmo
sphere. This effect increases dramatically with 
decreasing temperature and gravity. Plez and 
Nordlund found an exaggerated effect due to 
their inclusion of water opacity as a straight 
mean. Elitzur et al. used OS but in plane
parallel atmospheres. 

The ratio of the radiative acceleration to the 
gravitational acceleration is found in the spher
ical case to increase with decreasing mass at 
given Te« and logg. This is explained by the in
creasing atmospheric extension causing both a 
decrease of the local gravitational acceleration 
and a rooIing ofthe outer layers and thw an en
hanced formation of absorbing molecules. The 
upper limits put by Elitzur et al. on the criti
cal gravity where the radiation pressure gradi
ent balances the gravity at some point in the 
photosphere are thus lowered in extended at
mospheres. There is however a saturation effect 
and it does not seem that the radiative acceler
ation continue to increase for effective tempera
tures below 3000K, as claimed by Elitzur et al. 
(1989). 

The radiation pressure on water vapor lines, 
if not disrupting the photosphere, leads to an 
increase of its extension and thus to an increase 
of the density at height in the atmosphere. This 
contributes to increase the mass loss rate in cool 
low gravity stars. 

Interestingly, in mo!'t of the models the radia
tive acceleration wasfound to be largest in the 
deep layers (Trou=10 to 30). By extrapolating 
the ratio of radiative to gravitational accelera
tion to a value of 1, (from a series of constant 
mass and Te« modeis) an estimate of the 'Ed
dington luminosity' (or gravity) as a function of 
Tetr was obtained (ct Gustafsson and Plez, this 
meeting). Due to the low temperature of the 
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modeis, convection turns on in the same zone 
where the opacity has a maximum and dimin
ishes the radiative flux. This has a stabilising ef
fect and thus decreases the critical gravity. The 
'Eddington' limit derived here is however not 
strictly the limit of stability of the atmosphere, 
as the effective gravity becomes positive again 
higher up in the photosphere until possibly ra
diation pressure on molecular lines takes over. 
The interesting fact is that, at least for effec
tive temperatures larger than about 3200K, the 
atmosphere becomes unstable in the deep lay
ers before the radiation pressure on water vapor 
lines can disrupt the equilibrium in the outer 
layers. 

A more general discussion of these effects, 
based on a broader temperature range, is given 
in Gustafsson and Plez (this meeting). 
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